Total Ionizing Dose Effects by alpha irradiation on circuit performance and SEU tolerance in thin BOX FDSOI process
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Abstract—Total ionizing dose (TID) effect is a phenomenon that threatens the reliability of transistors under high-radiation environments. TID is caused by radiation-induced trapped holes in oxide insulator. We evaluated the effects of TID on fully-depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI) and bulk processes by measuring frequency of a ring oscillator (RO) and single event upset tolerance of flip flops (FFs). On the bulk process, TID induced Vth shift of nMOSFET, leads to increase of the RO frequency. On the FDSOI process, IR drop induced by large amount of leakage current flowing above buried oxide (BOX) layer decreases RO frequency. We also demonstrated that TID effects recovers by thermal annealing.

Index Terms—TID, FDSOI, alpha-ray, leakage-current, annealing

I. Introduction

Total Ionizing Dose (TID) effect is one of the major concerns for semiconductor devices in outer space, where high and low energy particles penetrate to space crafts. When a radiated particle hits a transistor, electron-hole pairs are generated by the ionization effect. The generated electrons rapidly diffuse out from the devices. However, some amount of holes are captured in pre-existing trap sites of SiO$_2$ insulator in gate oxide and shallow trench isolation (STI). These holes increase leakage current or prevent channel generation. It causes negative Vth shift in both of nMOSFET and pMOSFET as shown in Fig. 1 [1], [2]. Trapped holes in gate oxide can be ignored because its thickness has been reducing by scaling, and then, trapped holes in STI become dominant [3], [4].

Soft errors induced by the single event effect (SEE) threaten the reliability of semiconductor devices. A stored value in flip-flops (FFs) or SRAMs upsets by radiation effects, which is called single event upset (SEU). It is known that TID gives some amount of impact on SEU tolerance [3], [5].

In this paper, we measured TID effects on transistor performance degradation and SEU tolerance. This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains details of experiments by alpha irradiation. Section III explains and discusses results. We conclude this paper in section IV.

II. Experimental Details

A. Alpha Irradiation

TID irradiation was carried out using alpha-ray from a $^{241}$Am source (3.0 MBq) as shown in Fig. 2. The dose rate is 12.4 rad/s. It is calculated by Eq. (1) [6].

$$D = F \cdot \frac{E_{LET}}{[cm^2 \cdot MeV \cdot mg^{-1}]} = 1.6 \times 10^{-1} \times F \times E_{LET} [MGy] = 1.6 \times 10^1 \times F \times E_{LET} [Mrad]$$ (1)

Where $F$ is fluence of particles and $E_{LET}$ is energy of a particle in LET (Linear Energy Transfer). The values of $F$ and $E_{LET}$ refer to [6] A test chip was fabricated in 65 nm bulk and 65 nm thin BOX FDSOI processes with 12 nm SOI and 10 nm BOX layers [7]. Note that those chips were fabricated from the same layout pattern except the BOX layer. Fig. 3 shows the cross section of an nMOSFET in the 65 nm thin BOX FDSOI process.

B. Measurement of Ring Oscillator Frequency

We compared ring oscillator (RO) frequency of the thin BOX FDSOI and bulk chips. The RO is composed of a CMOS NAND gate and 6 CMOS inverters (Fig. 4). Active and leakage
current flowing through the whole LSI chip was also measured. The RO is attached at the first stage of combinational circuits that are operating by an oscillation signal from the RO.

C. Measurement of SEUs in FFs

We measured TID effects on SEUs in FFs by putting the same alpha source on a chip. All FFs are connected in series to form a shift register. The measurement procedure for SEUs is as follows.

1) Initialize serially-connected FFs by all 0
2) Stabilize clock signal to 0
3) Put the alpha source on a chip for 30 sec.
4) Read out stored data of FFs
5) Repeat 1) - 5) for 20 times

D. Thermal Annealing Behavior

It has been reported that the TID effect can be recovered by thermal annealing [8][9]. This is because thermal energy allows radiation-induced trapped holes in SiO$_2$ to be emitted. We verified the recovery phenomenon. The target is only the thin BOX FDSOI chip after irradiation since its leakage current was increasing after irradiation as shown later. First, the chip was left at room temperature. Then the chip was annealed at 100 °C and 125 °C.

III. Experimental Results and Discussion

A. Ring Oscillator Frequency

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results of RO frequency. Measured frequencies are normalized by pre-radiation frequency. RO frequency of the bulk chip increases by 1.1% at 1.9 Mrad, 1.5% at 3.6 Mrad respectively. On the other hand, RO frequency of the thin BOX FDSOI chip decreases by 14.6% at 1.9 Mrad. RO stopped oscillating after 1.9 Mrad irradiation.

Fig. 6 shows the current flowing through the whole LSI chip when the RO was oscillating. The current through the bulk chip was almost constant after irradiation, whereas the current through the thin BOX FDSOI chip increased by over 10x at 1.9 Mrad.

TID causes negative Vth shift both of n- and p- MOSFETs. Negative Vth of nMOSFET leads to increase of RO frequency, while those of pMOSFET leads to decrease of RO frequency.

The trapped holes induced by irradiation attract electrons. These electrons form an inversion layer that increase leakage current on nMOSFET. Electrons prevent p-channel formation on pMOSFET along both sides of the channel. However, current can flow in the middle of the channel. Therefore, effects of the negative Vth shift of pMOSFET is negligible compared with nMOSFET. This increases RO frequency on the bulk chip.

In contrast, RO frequency decreases on the thin BOX FDSOI chip. Moreover, the current through the thin BOX FDSOI chip increased by over 10x while the current through the bulk chip was almost constant after irradiation. The trapped holes in the BOX attract electrons and they form another inversion layer that increase leakage current drastically. The large leakage current causes IR drop. It decreases supply voltage on the RO, therefore its oscillation speed becomes slow. SPICE simulations show that 0.12 V decrease of the supply voltage decreases the oscillatory frequency by 15%.

B. Measurement of SEUs in FFs

Fig. 7 shows that the experimental results of SEU tolerance of the bulk and thin BOX FDSOI chips. On the bulk chip, the number of SEUs was almost constant after TID irradiation. The number of SEUs of the the FDSOI chip is 1/800 of the bulk chip before TID irradiation. This is because the BOX layer prevents charge from being collected from substrate [10]. However, the number of SEUs increases by over 5x after TID irradiation.

This increase of the number of SEUs can also be explained by the IR drop due to the increase of leakage current. TID increases leakage current, and decreases supply voltage of FFs. The amount of charge to invert a stored value is proportional to supply voltage [11]. Thus the IR drop promotes SEUs.
Fig. 7. Measurement results of the number of SEUs.

C. Thermal Annealing Behavior

Fig. 8 shows recovery of RO frequency and current flowing through the whole chip after thermal annealing. After irradiation, the RO in the FDSOI chip stopped oscillation, but it started to oscillate by leaving it at room temperature for 169 hours. 100 °C annealing recovered the oscillation frequency of RO to 92.1% of the initial frequency before irradiation and 125 °C annealing recovered the frequency to 94.0%. It is found that the recovery depends on the ambient temperature.

IV. Conclusion

We evaluated the TID effects on the thin BOX FDSOI and bulk processes through the measurement of the RO frequency and SEUs by alpha-ray irradiation. RO frequency of the bulk chip increases by 1.5% at 3.6 Mrad, while that of the thin BOX FDSOI decreases by 14.6% at 1.9 Mrad. The trapped holes in the BOX layer by irradiation promotes the leakage current and IR drop. As a result, the RO frequency decreases by supply voltage drop on the FDSOI chip. In the bulk chip, however, leakage current was almost constant after irradiation and the RO frequency increases due to the negative $V_{th}$ shift on nMOSFET.

SEU tolerance of the thin BOX FDSOI chip is much higher than the bulk chip. However, it is degraded by TID. It is also due to the IR drop by leakage current. It is confirmed that thermal annealing recovers TID effects. The recovery rate depends on the ambient temperature.
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